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Duramax Linerite® The Ultimate Shock Absorber

The Ultimate Shock Absorber.
LINERITE® composite batterboard is an engineered product designed specifically for high
frictional wear applications where heavy impacts occur. It absorbs impact energy, has a
delayed elastic response and provides a nearly indestructible layer of protection.
It is a unique, relatively hard and dense material that is a long-lasting,
highly effective, environmentally friendly batterboard that is
a perfect replacement for wooden timbers.

Two Integral Materials Fused Together
At The Molecular Level.
Using heat and extreme pressure, LINERITE’S UHMW-PE facing and impactabsorbing core is blended into a remarkable composite product structure that is
virtually impossible to separate.

Recessed Stud Fastener System
Prevents Shearing.
Custom fabricated recessed mounting
holes reduce bolt stress and prevent
dangerous shearing of bolts or studs
during impact.

0.12 Low-Coefficient
Of Friction
UHMW-PE Facing.
The Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene
(UHMW-PE) facing layer material protects
and extends the wear life of your vessel,
pilings and dock structure.
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Proprietary Energy Absorbing
Composite Core
At impact, LINERITE® compresses absorbing impact energy and
then slowly returns to its original shape. This process can take
from a few seconds to several minutes. Other materials either
don't absorb the energy or they absorb it initially and then
transmit it back to the vessel in a sling shot effect.
SUPERIOR
ENERGY ABSORPTION

DELAYED
ELASTIC RESPONSE

VIRTUALLY
INDESTRUCTABLE

Absorbs force with room to bulge
on impact

Returns To Original Dimension
in 5 Sec. – 1 Hr.

Withstands repeated
heavy loads & impacts
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Duramax Linerite® vs Wooden Timbers Comparison Chart
LINERITE vs.
Wooden Timbers
Comparison Chart
®

LINERITE®

Wooden Timbers

0.02%

100%

Negligible effect

Needs replacement

Inert

Shortens life

Resistant to all chemicals

Deteriorates

Unaffected

Cracks
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34

Environmentally friendly

Leaches harmful chemicals

Maintenance

Practically none

High maintenance

Service Life

Virtually indestructible

replaced often

Water Absorption
Oil Exposure
Marine Organism
Chemicals
Freezing Temperatures
Flame Spread
Environmental Safety

Pre-curved for easy installation
Duramax® will engineer an impact system that will
perfectly match your application. This will save
installation time and money.

LINERITE ® delivered
to site pre-curved

Custom sizes & fabrication available
LINERITE® can be manufactured to the right length,
width and thickness, and then drilled to meet your
installation requirements. Complex angles and shapes
are no problem.
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Custom mounting holes
Our recessed stud fastening system is custom fabricated to fit
your application perfectly, making on-site installation easy and
less costly. Also, LINERITE® is lightweight making it easy to handle.

Custom color
LINERITE® UHMW-PE facing comes in black and yellow as standard colors. The face material can be manufactured to match any custom color.
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